this monthly issue of international financial statistics ifs contains country tables for most imf members as well as for anguilla aruba the central african economic and monetary community curaçao the currency union of curaçao and sint maarten the eastern caribbean currency union the euro area montserrat the former netherlands antilles sint maarten the west african economic monetary union west bank and gaza and some non sovereign territorial entities for which statistics are provided internationally on a separate basis exchange rates in ifs are classified into three broad categories reflecting the role of the authorities in determining the rates and or the multiplicity of the exchange rates in a country the three categories are the market rate describing an exchange rate determined largely by market forces the official rate describing an exchange rate determined by the authorities sometimes in a flexible manner and the principal secondary or tertiary rate for countries maintaining multiple exchange arrangements this issue contains the following articles and surnames from central france to central illinois locating our missing families risser roth zimmerman bertrand from zimmermann to zimmerman eight generations of an american immigrant family zimmerman piecing together lives and family kropf sommer ruch reconnecting the branches of an ohio konig king family 1836 1902 konig king eyer beck the eyer family eyer the ehresmanns of dorrmoschel part v a first hand report of hostilities on the continent after the revolutions of 1848 ehresmann christian zug industrialist in pittsburgh zug bernhard kroeker s texas years 1897 1907 kroeker five egli siblings at dormoschel germany 1797 1824 egli ehresmann successfully measure the benefits of green design and construction sustainability in engineering design and construction outlines the sustainable practices used in engineering design and construction operations for all types of engineering and construction projects aimed at ushering the engineering and construction industry into embracing sustainable practices and green construction techniques this book addresses sustainability in engineering design and construction operations from a historical and global perspective and delves into specific sustainability concepts and processes the book explains the concepts of sustainable development corporate social responsibility csr the dow jones global sustainability index digi key performance indicators kpis corporate sustainability and the triple bottom line economic environmental and social values in design and construction relevant to sustainability in every facet of engineering and construction it also covers life cycle environmental cost analysis discusses sustainable engineering and site selection the economic considerations evaluated when making sustainability decisions and explains how to measure and quantify sustainable performance and processes these practices in the real world it also covers project and corporate level sustainability practices sustainable construction materials and processes sustainable heavy construction equipment traditional and alternative energy sources provides implementation resources for starting and evaluating sustainability programs and a checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction operations the text contains detailed information on sustainable construction materials and processes heavy construction equipment and traditional and alternative energy sources it presents information on sustainable designs selecting sustainable sites designing for passive survivability designing for disassembly and the iso 14 000 standards it provides implementation resources for starting and evaluating sustainability programs and a checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction operations in addition it provides definitions of sustainability terms and expressions as well as case studies examples discussion questions and a list of supplemental references at the end of each chapter this book provides information on definitions for sustainability terms sources for locating global sustainability requirements current sustainability issues environmental laws related to sustainability and their implications sustainable design life cycle cost assessment models sustainable practices currently being used in the engineering and construction industry corporate level sustainability practices project level sustainability practices global sustainability trends and implications sustainable materials sustainable heavy construction equipment traditional and alternative energy sources leed green building rating system sustainability organizations and certification programs sustainability implementation resources a summary of sustainable engineering design and construction in july 2011 south sudan was granted independence and became the world s newest country yet just two and a half years ago was this momentous decision the country was in the grips of renewed civil war and political strife hilde f johnson served as special representative of the secretary general and head of the united nations mission in the republic of south sudan from july 2011 until july 2014 and as such she was witness to the many challenges which the country faced as it struggled to adjust to its new autonomous state in this book she provides an unparalleled insider s account of south sudan s descent from the ecstatic celebrations of july 2011 to the outbreak of the disastrous conflict in december 2013 and the early bloody phase of the fighting johnson s frequent personal and private contacts at the highest levels of government accompanied by her deep knowledge of the country and its history make this a unique eyewitness account of the turbulent first three years of the world s newest and yet most fragile country this global edition has been designed specifically to meet the needs of international financial accounting students the text successfully implements a real world single focus company approach in every chapter the companies chosen are engaging and the decision making focus shows the relevance of financial accounting in the real world inadition to the latest examples of both contemporary and traditional topics new material has been added to make the content more relevant and improve learning outcomes for the international student this report contains the 2014 phase 2 implementation of the standards in practice global forum review of portugal the relevance and importance of the rule of law to the international legal order cannot be doubted and was recently reaffirmed by the declaration of the high level meeting of the general assembly on the rule of law at the national and international level s solemn commitment to it on behalf of states and international organizations in this edited collection leading scholars and practitioners from the fields of global governance resources investment and trade examine how the commitment to the rule of law manifests itself in the respective fields the book looks at cutting edge issues within each field and examines the questions arising from the interplay between them with a clear three part structure it explores each area in detail and addresses contemporary challenges while trying to assure a commitment to the rule of law the contributions also consider how the rule of law has been or should be reconceptualised taking a multi disciplinary approach the book will appeal to international
lawyers from across the spectrum including practitioners in the field of international investment and trade law the nineteenth edition of this authoritative text continues the legacy of its earlier editions and provides a comprehensive coverage of many advanced accounting topics detailed fundamentals provide a natural grounding and help in gaining accounting skills and knowledge the book is aimed at ca cs and other professional courses such as cpt pcc icwa and others the book could be used to great advantage by students of b com hons and accounting professionals terrorism commentary on security topics is a series that provides primary source documents and expert commentary on various topics relating to the worldwide effort to combat terrorism as well as efforts by the united states and other nations to protect their national security interests volume 145 the north korean threat examines the strategies adopted by the united states china and the international community in response to the nuclear threat posed by north korea the volume includes a selection of documents chosen to illustrate developments in this area from 2010 through 2016 with commentary from series editor douglas c lovelace jr the documents in this volume include 2016 un security council resolutions on north korea congressional research service reports covering various aspects of the u s response to north korea s nuclear program a u s department of defense report prepared for congress on military and security developments related to north korea and a detailed description of the u s sanctions program against north korea from the u s treasury department s office of foreign assets control taking a global and multidisciplinary approach the sage international encyclopedia of travel and tourism brings together a team of international scholars to examine the travel and tourism industry which is expected to grow at an annual rate of four percent for the next decade in more than 500 entries spanning four comprehensive volumes the encyclopedia examines the business of tourism around the world paying particular attention to the social economic environmental and policy issues at play the book examines global regional national and local issues including transportation infrastructure and business promotion by looking at travel trends and countries large and small the encyclopedia analyses a wide variety of challenges and opportunities facing the industry in taking a comprehensive and global approach the encyclopedia approaches the field of travel and tourism through the numerous disciplines it reaches including the traditional tourism administration curriculum within schools of business and management economics public policy as well as social science disciplines such as the anthropology and sociology key features include more than 500 entries authored and signed by key academics in the field of tourism on individual countries that details the health of the tourism industry politics and planning approaches promotion efforts and primary tourism draws additional entries look at major cities and popular destinations coverage of travel trends such as culinary tourism wine tourism agritourism ecotourism geotourism slow tourism heritage and cultural based tourism sustainable tourism and recreation based tourism cross references and further readings a reader s guide grouping articles by disciplinary areas and broad themes structure from motion with multi view stereo provides hyperscale landform models using images acquired from standard compact cameras and a network of ground control points the technique is not limited in temporal frequency and can provide point cloud data comparable in density and accuracy to those generated by terrestrial and airborne laser scanning at a fraction of the cost it therefore offers exciting opportunities to characterise surface topography in unprecedented detail and with multi temporal data to detect elevation position and volumetric changes that are symptomatic of earth surface processes this book firstly places structure from motion in the context of other digital surveying methods and details the structure from motion workflow including available software packages and assessments of uncertainty and accuracy it then critically reviews current usage of structure from motion in the geosciences provides a synthesis of recent validation studies and looks to the future by highlighting opportunities arising from developments in allied disciplines this book will appeal to academics students and industry professionals because it balances technical knowledge of the structure from motion workflow with practical guidelines for image acquisition image processing and data quality assessment and includes case studies that have been contributed by experts from around the world the book provides a holistic examination of the jurisdiction of the international criminal courticc the main focus is placed on the three pillars which form the icc s foundation pursuant to the rome statute the preconditions to the exercise of its jurisdiction article 12 rome statute the substantive competenceicc e the core crimes article 5 8bis rome statuteicc i genocide crimes against humanity war crimes crimes of aggression the principle of complementarity article 17 1 a rome statute the latter governs the icc s ultimate jurisdiction since it is not merely sufficient to have a crime to be within the court s jurisdiction according to the substantive geographical personal and temporal jurisdictional criteria but the state party must also be unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution finally yet importantly the main negative preconditions for the court s jurisdictionicc i immunities article 27 rome statute and exceptions via security council referrals are thoroughly examined the book is an excellent resource for scholars as well as practitioners and notably contributes to the existing literature covers libyan history from the prehistoric period through the phoenician roman and islamic ottoman periods to italian colonization independence and the 2011 uprising and civil war libya experienced its own arab spring in february of 2011 ultimately leading to a civil war in which different groups have since been vying for power how did the events of libya s past lead to this point this addition to the greenwood histories of the modern nations series takes a chronological approach to examining libyan history considering the history of libya from its earliest times to the present it features government records memoirs and diaries and provides a general overview of the history of libya as well as a discussion on geography while not discounting the contributions of traders and invaders to libya s history this book unlike others identifies and traces the histories of indigenous libyans showcasing their achievements while situating them within the broader context of contact with libya had by groups of people from europe to the arabian peninsula by demonstrating that libyans had their own unique history prior to colonization the book works to essentially decolonize libyan history rounting out the chapters are a timeline glossary appendix of notable people and annotated bibliography the bloomsbury handbook of music production provides a detailed overview of current research on the production of mono and stereo recorded music the handbook consists of 33 chapters each written by leaders in the field of music production examining the technologies and places of music production as well as the broad range of practices organization recording desktop production post production and distribution this edited collection looks at production as it has developed around the world in addition rather than isolating issues such as gender race and sexuality in separate chapters these topics are threaded throughout the entire text most discussions on electronic media and intellectual forums about the effects of globalization on national security focus on violent threats notwithstanding the plethora of books journals and research papers on national and international security there is an iota research work on issue of interconnectedness the interconnectedness of violent threats and their mounting effect pose grave dangers to the aptitude of a state to professionally secure its territorial integrity technological evolution and aggrandized interlinkage of our world in general and specifically information technology has affected people and society in different ways daily life of every man and woman has been influenced by these challenges the twenty first century appeared with different class of national security threats after the first decade world leaders research scholars journalists politicians and security experts grasped that the world has become the most dangerous place the avoidance of war was the primary objective of superpowers but with the end of the cold war emergence of takfiri jihadism extremism and terrorism prompted
many unmatched challenges home grown extremism and radicalization continues to expose a significant threat to the national security of the eu and britain the risks from state based threats have both grown and diversified the unmethodical and impulsive use of a military grade nerve agent on british soil is the worse unlawful act of bioterrorists drawing worldwide acclaim from critics and audiences alike programmes like the killing borgen the bridge and the legacy demonstrate widespread fascination with danish style aesthetics and culture as seen through television narratives this book uses familiar alongside lesser known case studies of drama series to demonstrate how the particular features of danish production from work cultures to storytelling techniques and trans national cooperation have enhanced contemporary danish drama s appeal both at home and abroad the era of globalisation has blurred national and international television cultures and promoted regular cross fertilisation between film and television industries important questions have emerged from this context surrounding for example the americanisation of foreign television formats the meaning and practice behind the term quality television and the purpose and efficacy of public service broadcasting beyond the bridge tackles these issues in relation to danish television by examining the so called scaffolded production processes behind the making of quality serials and their thought provoking content drawing on popular motifs from these celebrated dramas such as foreign politics organised crime global warming and the impact of multinational corporations this timely book provides crucial insight into the danish dramas at the forefront of sophisticated forward thinking fictional television water security in the middle east argues that while conflicts over transboundary water systems in the middle east do occur they tend not to be violent nor are they the primary cause of a war in this region the contributors in this collection of essays place water disputes in larger political historical and scientific contexts and discuss how the humanities and social sciences contribute towards this understanding the authors contend that international sharing of scientific and technological advances can significantly increase access to water and improve water quality while scientific advances can and should increase adaptability to changing environmental conditions especially climate change national institutional reform and the strengthening of joint commissions are vital the contributors indicate ways in which cooperation can move from simple coordination to sophisticated adaptive and equitable modes of water management this book examines indonesias strategies and policies to influence regional cooperation in the indo pacific focusing especially on indonesias efforts to be the maritime fulcrum in the indo pacific during president joko widodos jokowi administration from 2014 until the present highlighting the importance of indonesias role in the region in southeast asia and as a founder member of asea the book based on extensive original research provides key insights into indonesias maritime policy decision making since 2014 it discusses the domestic political context in which foreign policy decisions are made provides an explanation for indonesias efforts to project its vision of indo pacific cooperation at the asean level and demonstrates how indonesias strives to maintain a delicate balance in its interactions with major powers in the region including the united states china and japan this publication reviews the quality of pakistan s legal and regulatory framework for the exchange of information for tax purposes 5 war and peace in shi i primary narratives and sources 6 traditional shi i ethics of war and peace untested jihad ideology revolution and war 7 postwar revision and the reconstruction of modern iranian shi i ethics of war and peace 8 terrorism and shi i theologies of martyrdom nonviolence and forgiveness 9 diplomacy in between nuclear technology and antibomb theology conclusion beyond a minority mentality the emerging shi iiranian cosmopolitanism information technology for management 12 edition provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the latest technological developments in it and the critical drivers of business performance growth and sustainability integrating feedback from it managers and practitioners from top level organizations worldwide the newest edition of this well regarded textbook features thoroughly revised content throughout to present students with a realistic up to date view of it management in the current business environment the text offers a flexible student friendly presentation of the material through a pedagogy that is designed to help students with different learning styles easily comprehend and retain information this blended learning approach combines visual textual and interactive content featuring numerous real world case studies of how businesses use it to increase efficiency and productivity strengthen collaboration and communication and maximize their competitive advantage students learn how it is leveraged to reshape enterprises engage and retain customers optimize systems and processes manage business relationships and projects and more this book examines the connection between religion and violence in the western traditions of the three abrahamic faiths from ancient to modern times it addresses a gap in the scholarly debate on the nature of religious violence by bringing scholars that specialize in pre modern religions and scriptural traditions into the same sphere of discussion as those specializing in contemporary manifestations of religious violence moving beyond the question of the authenticity of religious violence this book brings together scholars from a variety of disciplines contributors explore the central role that religious texts have played in encouraging as well as confronting violence the interdisciplinary conversation that takes place challenges assumptions that religious violence is a modern problem that can be fully understood without reference to religious scriptures beliefs or history each chapter focuses its analysis on a particular case study from a distinct historical period taken as a whole these chapters attest to the persistent relationship between religion and violence that links the ancient and contemporary worlds this is a dynamic collection of explorations into how religion and violence intersect as such it will be a key resource for any scholar of religious studies theology and religion and violence as well as christian jewish and islamic studies the importance of monetary stability as the main objective of central bank policy in a paper money system fixed versus flexible exchange rates small country independent currency the value of monetary sovereignty bibliography index the january 2015 issue of the modern language review after being sentenced to 20 years in the department of corrections luke found himself involved in many tragic heartbreaking and surreal moments behind bars however during those same events god showed himself to be faithful loving and present in creating miracles out of what many would consider impossible situations lukes journey is like joseph s in genesis what many intended for harm god chose to use for good luke shares how even in the worst circumstances god works all things according to his will god doesn t waste a thing leads you through the many miracles that luke witnessed during his incarceration and will show how nothing is wasted when it comes to god and building his kingdom luke spent seven years in prison for a crime he committed but now shares his story of contrition faith and hope for redemption that will inspire others facing great adversity in their lives this new book by the well known anthropologists jean and john l comaroffs explores the global preoccupation with criminality in the early twenty first century a preoccupation strikingly disproportionate in many cases and for most people to the risks posed by lawlessness to the conduct of everyday life ours in an epoch in which law making law breaking and law enforcement are ever more critical registers in which societies construct contest and confront truths about themselves an epoch in which criminology broadly defined has displaced sociology as the privileged means by which the social world knows itself they also argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation of capital the state and governance the meanings attached to crime and with it the nature of policing have undergone significant change also that there has been a palpable muddying of the lines between legality and illegality between corruption and conventional business even between crime and policing which exist nowadays in ever greater hyphenated processes manage business relationships and projects and more this book examines the connection between religion and violence in the western traditions of the three abrahamic faiths from ancient to modern times it
determined by the authorities sometimes in a flexible manner and the principal secondary or tertiary rate for countries maintaining multiple exchange arrangements

Mennonite Family History January 2015 2018-09-03

this issue contains the following articles and surnames from central france to central illinois locating our missing families risser roth zimmerman bertrand from zimmermann to zimmerman eight generations of an american immigrant family zimmerman piecing together lives and family kropf sommer ruch reconnecting the branches of an ohio konig king family 1836 1902 konig king eyer beck the eyer family eyer the ehresmanns of dorrmoschel part v a first hand report of hostilities on the continent after the revolutions of 1848 ehresmann christian zug industrialist in pittsburgh zug bernhard kroeker s texas years 1897 1907 kroeker five egli siblings at dorrmoschel germany 1797 1824 egli ehresmann

Sustainability in Engineering Design and Construction 2016-06-09

successfully measure the benefits of green design and construction sustainability in engineering design and construction outlines the sustainable practices used in engineering design and construction operations for all types of engineering and construction projects aimed at ushering the engineering and construction industry into embracing sustainable practices and green construction techniques this book addresses sustainability in engineering design and construction operations from a historical and global perspective and delves into specific sustainability concepts and processes the book explains the concepts of sustainable development corporate social responsibility csr the dow jones global sustainability index djgsi key performance indicators kpis corporate sustainability and the triple bottom line economic environmental and social values in design and construction relevant to sustainability in every facet of engineering and construction it also covers life cycle environmental cost analysis discusses sustainable engineering and site selection the economic considerations evaluated when making sustainability decisions and explains how to measure and quantify sustainable performance and apply these practices in the real world it also covers project and corporate level sustainability practices sustainable construction materials and processes sustainable heavy construction equipment traditional and alternative energy sources provides implementation resources for starting and evaluating sustainability programs and includes a checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction operations the text contains detailed information on sustainable construction materials and processes heavy construction equipment and traditional and alternative energy sources it presents information on sustainable designs selecting sustainable sites designing for passive survivability designing for disassembly and the iso 14 000 standards it provides implementation resources for starting and evaluating sustainability programs and a checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction operations in addition it provides definitions of sustainability terms and expressions as well as case studies examples discussion questions and a list of supplemental references at the end of each chapter this book provides information on definitions for sustainability terms sources for locating global sustainability requirements current sustainability issues environmental laws related to sustainability and their implications sustainable design life cycle cost assessment models sustainable practices
currently being used in the engineering and construction e c industry corporate level sustainability practices project level sustainability practices
global sustainability trends and implications sustainable materials sustainable heavy construction equipment traditional and alternative energy
sources leed green building rating system sustainability organizations and certification programs sustainability implementation resources a
summary of sustainable engineering design and construction

South Sudan 2014-12-18

in july 2011 south sudan was granted independence and became the world s newest country yet just two and a half years after this momentous
decision the country was in the grips of renewed civil war and political strife hilde f johnson served as special representative of the secretary
general and head of the united nations mission in the republic of south sudan from july 2011 until july 2014 and as such she was witness to the
many challenges which the country faced as it struggled to adjust to its new autonomous state in this book she provides an unparalleled insider s
account of south sudan s descent from the ecstatic celebrations of july 2011 to the outbreak of the disastrous conflict in december 2013 and the
early bloody phase of the fighting johnson s frequent personal and private contacts at the highest levels of government accompanied by her deep
knowledge of the country and its history make this a unique eyewitness account of the turbulent first three years of the world s newest and yet
most fragile country
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EBOOK: Financial Accounting 2015-03-16

this global edition has been designed specifically to meet the needs of international financial accounting students the text successfully implements
a real world single focus company approach in every chapter the companies chosen are engaging and the decision making focus shows the
relevance of financial accounting in the real world in addition to the latest examples of both contemporary and traditional topics new material has
been added to make the content more relevant and improve learning outcomes for the international student

this report contains the 2014 phase 2 implementation of the standards in practice global forum review of portugal

Reconceptualising the Rule of Law in Global Governance, Resources, Investment and Trade 2016

the relevance and importance of the rule of law to the international legal order cannot be doubted and was recently reaffirmed by the declaration of the high level meeting of the general assembly on the rule of law at the national and international level s solemn commitment to it on behalf of states and international organizations in this edited collection leading scholars and practitioners from the fields of global governance resources investment and trade examine how the commitment to the rule of law manifests itself in the respective fields the book looks at cutting edge issues within each field and examines the questions arising from the interplay between them with a clear three part structure it explores each area in detail and addresses contemporary challenges while trying to assure a commitment to the rule of law the contributions also consider how the rule of law has been or should be reconceptualised taking a multi disciplinary approach the book will appeal to international lawyers from across the spectrum including practitioners in the field of international investment and trade law

ADVANCED ACCOUNTS VOLUME I, 19/e (LPSPE) 2017-06-07

the nineteenth edition of this authoritative text continues the legacy of its earlier editions and provides a comprehensive coverage of many advanced accounting topics detailed fundamentals provide a natural grounding and help in gaining accounting skills and knowledge the book is aimed at ca cs and other professional courses such as cpt pcc icwa and others the book could be used to great advantage by students of b com honours and accounting professionals

To Miles, January 2015 2016-09-01
terrorism commentary on security documents is a series that provides primary source documents and expert commentary on various topics relating to the worldwide effort to combat terrorism as well as efforts by the united states and other nations to protect their national security interests volume 145 the north korean threat examines the strategies adopted by the united states china and the international community in response to the nuclear threat posed by north korea the volume includes a selection of documents chosen to illustrate developments in this area from 2010 through 2016 with commentary from series editor douglas c lovelace jr the documents in this volume include 2016 un security council resolutions on north korea congressional research service reports covering various aspects of the u s response to north korea s nuclear program a u s department of defense report prepared for congress on military and security developments related to north korea and a detailed description of the u s sanctions program against north korea from the u s treasury department s office of foreign assets control

TERRORISM: COMMENTARY ON SECURITY DOCUMENTS VOLUME 145 2016-07-15

taking a global and multidisciplinary approach the sage international encyclopedia of travel and tourism brings together a team of international scholars to examine the travel and tourism industry which is expected to grow at an annual rate of four percent for the next decade in more than 500 entries spanning four comprehensive volumes the encyclopedia examines the business of tourism around the world paying particular attention to the social economic environmental and policy issues at play the book examines global regional national and local issues including transportation infrastructure the environment and business promotion by looking at travel trends and countries large and small the encyclopedia analyses a wide variety of challenges and opportunities facing the industry in taking a comprehensive and global approach the encyclopedia approaches the field of travel and tourism through the numerous disciplines it reaches including the traditional tourism administration curriculum within schools of business and management economics public policy as well as social science disciplines such as the anthropology and sociology key features include more than 500 entries authored and signed by key academics in the field entries on individual countries that details the health of the tourism industry policy and planning approaches promotion efforts and primary tourism draws additional entries look at major cities and popular destinations coverage of travel trends such as culinary tourism wine tourism agritourism ecotourism geotourism slow tourism heritage and cultural based tourism sustainable tourism and recreation based tourism cross references and further readings a reader s guide grouping articles by disciplinary areas and broad themes

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Travel and Tourism 2012-05

structure from motion with multi view stereo provides hyperscale landform models using images acquired from standard compact cameras and a network of ground control points the technique is not limited in temporal frequency and can provide point cloud data comparable in density and
accuracy to those generated by terrestrial and airborne laser scanning at a fraction of the cost it therefore offers exciting opportunities to characterise surface topography in unprecedented detail and with multi temporal data to detect elevation position and volumetric changes that are symptomatic of earth surface processes this book firstly places structure from motion in the context of other digital surveying methods and details the structure from motion workflow including available software packages and assessments of uncertainty and accuracy it then critically reviews current usage of structure from motion in the geosciences provides a synthesis of recent validation studies and looks to the future by highlighting opportunities arising from developments in allied disciplines this book will appeal to academics students and industry professionals because it balances technical knowledge of the structure from motion workflow with practical guidelines for image acquisition image processing and data quality assessment and includes case studies that have been contributed by experts from around the world

Structure from Motion in the Geosciences 2019-11-23

the book provides a holistic examination of the jurisdiction of the international criminal court icc the main focus is placed on the three pillars which form the icc s foundation pursuant to the rome statute the preconditions to the exercise of its jurisdiction article 12 rome statute the substantive competence i e the core crimes article 5 8bis rome statute i e genocide crimes against humanity war crimes crime of aggression the principle of complementarity article 17 1 a rome statute the latter governs the icc s ultimate jurisdiction since it is not merely sufficient for a crime to be within the court s jurisdiction according to the substantive geographical personal and temporal jurisdictional criteria but the state party must also be unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution finally yet importantly the main negative preconditions for the court s jurisdiction i e immunities article 27 rome statute and exceptions via security council referrals are thoroughly examined the book is an excellent resource for scholars as well as practitioners and notably contributes to the existing literature

Federal Register 2019-03-22

covers libyan history from the prehistoric period through the phoenician roman and islamic ottoman periods to italian colonization independence and the 2011 uprising and civil war libya experienced its own arab spring in february of 2011 ultimately leading to a civil war in which different groups have since been vying for power how did the events of libya s past lead to this point this addition to the greenwood histories of the modern nations series takes a chronological approach to examining libyan history considering the history of libya from its earliest times to the present it features government records memoirs and diaries and provides a general overview of the history of libya as well as a discussion on geography while not discounting the contributions of traders and invaders to libya s history this book unlike others identifies and traces the histories of indigenous libyans showcasing their achievements while situating them within the broader context of contact with libya had by groups of people
from europe to the arabian peninsula by demonstrating that libyans had their own unique history prior to colonization the book works to essentially decolonize libyan history rounding out the chapters are a timeline glossary appendix of notable people and annotated bibliography

The Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court 2020-02-06

The History of Libya 2018-11-29

the bloomsbury handbook of music production provides a detailed overview of current research on the production of mono and stereo recorded music the handbook consists of 33 chapters each written by leaders in the field of music production examining the technologies and places of music production as well the broad range of practices organization recording desktop production post production and distribution this edited collection looks at production as it has developed around the world in addition rather than isolating issues such as gender race and sexuality in separate chapters these points are threaded throughout the entire text

RIDERS CLUB 2015?1?? Vol.489 2017-02-28

most discussions on electronic media and intellectual forums about the effects of globalization on national security focus on violent threats notwithstanding the plethora of books journals and research papers on national and international security there is an iota research work on issue of interconnectedness the interconnectedness of violent threats and their mounting effect pose grave dangers to the aptitude of a state to professionally secure its territorial integrity technological evolution and aggrandized interlinkage of our world in general and specifically information technology has affected people and society in different ways daily life of every man and woman has become influenced by these challenges the twenty first century appeared with different class of national security threats after the first decade world leaders research scholars journalists
Politicians and security experts grasped that the world has become the most dangerous place the avoidance of war was the primary objective of superpowers but with the end of the cold war emergence of takfiri jihadism extremism and terrorism prompted many unmatched challenges home grown extremism and radicalization continues to expose a significant threat to the national security of the eu and britain the risks from state based threats have both grown and diversified the unmethodical and impulsive use of a military grade nerve agent on british soil is the worse unlawful act of bioterrorists

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Music Production 2017-01-02

drawing worldwide acclaim from critics and audiences alike programmes like the killing borgen the bridge and the legacy demonstrate widespread fascination with danish style aesthetics and culture as seen through television narratives this book uses familiar alongside lesser known case studies of drama series to demonstrate how the particular features of danish production from work cultures to storytelling techniques and trans national cooperation have enhanced contemporary danish drama s appeal both at home and abroad the era of globalisation has blurred national and international television cultures and promoted regular cross fertilisation between film and television industries important questions have emerged from this context surrounding for example the americanisation of foreign television formats the meaning and practice behind the term quality television and the purpose and efficacy of public service broadcasting beyond the bridge tackles these issues in relation to danish television by examining the so called scaffolded production processes behind the making of quality serials and their thought provoking content drawing on popular motifs from these celebrated dramas such as foreign politics organised crime global warming and the impact of multinational corporations this timely book provides crucial insight into the danish dramas at the forefront of sophisticated forward thinking fictional television

Intelligence in Vex 2023-07-19

Water security in the middle east argues that while conflicts over transboundary water systems in the middle east do occur they tend not to be violent nor are they the primary cause of a war in this region the contributors in this collection of essays place water disputes in larger political historical and scientific contexts and discuss how the humanities and social sciences contribute towards this understanding the authors contend that international sharing of scientific and technological advances can significantly increase access to water and improve water quality while scientific advances can and should increase adaptability to changing environmental conditions especially climate change national institutional reform and the strengthening of joint commissions are vital the contributors indicate ways in which cooperation can move from simple coordination to sophisticated adaptive and equitable modes of water management
Beyond The Bridge 2015-08-03

this book examines Indonesia’s strategies and policies to influence regional cooperation in the Indo Pacific focusing especially on Indonesia’s efforts to be the maritime fulcrum in the Indo Pacific during President Joko Widodo’s Jokowi administration from 2014 until the present highlighting the importance of Indonesia as the largest country in Southeast Asia and as a founder member of ASEAN. The book, based on extensive original research, provides key insights into Indonesia’s maritime policy decision making since 2014. It discusses the domestic political context in which foreign policy decisions are made, provides an explanation for Indonesia’s efforts to project its vision of Indo Pacific cooperation at the ASEAN level and beyond, and demonstrates how Indonesia strives to maintain a delicate balance in its interactions with major powers in the region including the United States, China, and Japan.

Water Security in the Middle East 2016-01-01

this publication reviews the quality of Pakistan’s legal and regulatory framework for the exchange of information for tax purposes.

Indonesia and the Indo-Pacific 2021-04-06

5 war and peace in Shi I primary narratives and sources 6 traditional Shi I ethics of war and peace untested jihad ideology revolution and war 7 postwar revision and the reconstruction of modern Iranian Shi I ethics of war and peace 8 terrorism and Shi I theologies of martyrdom, nonviolence and forgiveness 9 diplomacy in between nuclear technology and antibomb theology conclusion beyond a minority mentality the emerging Shi I Iranian cosmopolitanism

Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes Peer Reviews: Pakistan 2015 Phase 1: Legal and Regulatory Framework 2021-09-16

information technology for management 12 edition provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the latest technological developments in IT and the critical drivers of business performance growth and sustainability integrating feedback from IT managers and
practitioners from top level organizations worldwide the newest edition of this well regarded textbook features thoroughly revised content throughout to present students with a realistic up to date view of it management in the current business environment the text offers a flexible student friendly presentation of the material through a pedagogy that is designed to help students with different learning styles easily comprehend and retain information this blended learning approach combines visual textual and interactive content featuring numerous real world case studies of how businesses use it to increase efficiency and productivity strengthen collaboration and communication and maximize their competitive advantage students learn how it is leveraged to reshape enterprises engage and retain customers optimize systems and processes manage business relationships and projects and more

**Ethics of War and Peace in Iran and Shi’i Islam 2015**

this book examines the connection between religion and violence in the western traditions of the three abrahamic faiths from ancient to modern times it addresses a gap in the scholarly debate on the nature of religious violence by bringing scholars that specialize in pre modern religions and scriptural traditions into the same sphere of discussion as those specializing in contemporary manifestations of religious violence moving beyond the question of the authenticity of religious violence this book brings together scholars from a variety of disciplines contributors explore the central role that religious texts have played in encouraging as well as confronting violence the interdisciplinary conversation that takes place challenges assumptions that religious violence is a modern problem that can be fully understood without reference to religious scriptures beliefs or history each chapter focuses its analysis on a particular case study from a distinct historical period taken as a whole these chapters attest to the persistent relationship between religion and violence that links the ancient and contemporary worlds this is a dynamic collection of explorations into how religion and violence intersect as such it will be a key resource for any scholar of religious studies theology and religion and violence as well as christian jewish and islamic studies

**Information Technology for Management 2017-08-03**

the importance of monetary stability as the main objective of central bank policy in a paper money system fixed versus flexible exchange rates small country independent currency the value of monetary sovereignty bibliography index

**Religion and Violence in Western Traditions 2015-01-02**
Local Government (Review of Decisions) Bill 2023-01-12

after being sentenced to 20 years in the department of corrections luke found himself involved in many tragic heartbreaking and surreal moments behind bars however during those same events god showed himself to be faithful loving and present in creating miracles out of what many would consider impossible situations luke s journey is like joseph s in genesis what many intended for harm god chose to use for good luke shares how even in the worst circumstances god works all things according to his will god doesn t waste a thing leads you through the many divine miracles that luke witnessed during his incarceration and will show how nothing is wasted when it comes to god and building his kingdom luke spent seven years in prison for a crime he committed but now shares his story of contrition faith and hope for redemption that will inspire others facing great adversity in their lives

Swiss Monetary History since the Early 19th Century 2016-12-05

this new book by the well known anthropologists jean and john l comaroff explores the global preoccupation with criminality in the early twenty first century a preoccupation strikingly disproportionate in most places and for most people to the risks posed by lawlessness to the conduct of everyday life ours in an epoch in which law making law breaking and law enforcement are ever more critical registers in which societies construct contest and confront truths about themselves an epoch in which criminology broadly defined has displaced sociology as the privileged means by which the social world knows itself they also argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation of capital the state and governance the meanings attached to crime and with it the nature of policing have undergone significant change also that there has been a palpable muddying of the lines between legality and illegality between corruption and conventional business even between crime and policing which exist nowadays in ever greater hyphenated complicity thinking through crime and policing is therefore an excursion into the contemporary order of things or rather into the metaphysic of disorder that saturates the late modern world indeed has become its leitmotif it is also a meditation on sovereignty and citizenship on civility class and race on the law and its transgression on the political economy of representation
God Doesn’t Waste a Thing 2015-12-20

2015 has finally come to an end hop on a journey of the most memorable moments of the year and discover the top stories that defined the world in 2015 think about what you have done this year and make new plans for 2016 it is winter outside so why don t you try something new discover the places you have to visit and find out how the people who have lost their limbs continue to live with new ones

The Truth about Crime 2017-10-25

this third edition of historical dictionary of yemen contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 1000 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture

Jharkhand Board Accountancy Class 11 2016-08-26

this book is the first of its kind to provide an in depth treatment of the law of unauthorised disclosures in the united kingdom drawing upon extensive data obtained using freedom of information as a methodology and examples from comparative jurisdictions the book considers the position of civil servants employees of the security and intelligence services and service personnel in the armed forces it considers the protections available the consequences of leaking and a full assessment of the authorised alternatives
the 11th international conference on cyber warfare and security iccws 2016 is being held at boston university boston usa on the 17 18th march 2016 the conference chair is dr tanya zlateva and the programme chair is professor virginia greiman both from boston university iccws is a recognised cyber security event on the international research conferences calendar and provides a valuable platform for individuals to present their research findings display their work in progress and discuss conceptual and empirical advances in the area of cyber warfare and cyber security it provides an important opportunity for researchers and managers to come together with peers to share their experiences of using the varied and expanding range of cyberwar and cyber security research available to them the keynote speakers for the conference are daryl haegley from the department of defense dod who will address the topic control systems networks what s in your building and neal ziring from the national security agency who will be providing some insight to the issue of is security achievable a practical perspective iccws received 125 abstract submissions this year after the double blind peer review process there are 43 academic research papers 8 phd papers research papers 7 masters and 1 work in progress papers published in these conference proceedings these papers represent work from around the world including australia canada china czech republic district of columbia finland france israel japan lebanon netherlands pakistan russian federation saudi arabia south africa turkey united arab emirates uk usa

Historical Dictionary of Yemen 2017-05-25

this volume provides a critical examination of quality in the interpreting profession by deconstructing the complex relationship between professional norms and ethical considerations in a variety of sociocultural contexts over the past two decades the profession has compelled scholars and practitioners to take into account numerous factors concerning the provision and fulfilment of interpreting building on ideas that began to take shape during an international conference on interpreter mediated interactions commemorating miriam shlesinger held in rome in 2013 the book explores some of these issues by looking at the notion of quality through interpreters self awareness of norms at work across a variety of professional settings contextualising norms and quality in relation to ethical behaviour in everyday practice contributions from top researchers in the field create a comprehensive picture of the dynamic role of the interpreter as it has evolved with key topics revisited by the addition of new contributions from established scholars in the field fostering discussion and further reflection on important issues in the field of interpreting this volume will be key reading for scholars researchers and graduate students in interpreting and translation studies pragmatics discourse analysis and multilingualism

Leaks, Whistleblowing and the Public Interest 2016-08-15
exam board edexcel level as a level subject business first teaching september 2015 first exam june 2017 topics are broken down to short clear chapters that are all structured in the same way so students can build their understanding with ease covers each syllabus area in the detail you need with exercises that have enough depth and variety to give full class and homework coverage brings the business world into the classroom with real examples used extensively throughout the text in extra cases and in end of chapter exercises features to help reinforce student understanding in every chapter there s real business an evaluation and logic chain but also the brand new 5 whys and a how which will help students tackle exam questions

11th International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security 2021-04-15

the book covers the local history of vanchiyoor ward in thiruvanthapuram city this book is organised into 23 chapters dr shashi tharoor member of parliment india has hailed the book as a breakthrough achiement and a unique contribution the book is divided into 23 chapters and start with a general overview of local history and go on to cover the early and recent history of vanchiyoor its place names and sketch important institutions in the area which have crossed a century two famous agitations have taken place in vanchiyoor district court which features in these chapters the book also deals with thirteen temples mosques and churches some of which have are ancient a brief study of communities is also portrayed in the books in chapter 17 a study into 55 instutions having rich history of over 100 years can als be seen a biographical sketch of over 50 personalities can be seen in chapter 18 chapter 19 is a unique one it deals with flora fauna and water bodies a history of nature of sorts the last chapter miscellany is a confetti of nearly 50 brief notes on variety of matters as varied as indigenous food like ada and seva to noise pollution to kadathinna to hanuman padaram a miniature picture of travancore from collective memory oral history and archival sources manu pillai

The Changing Role of the Interpreter 2017-04-28

the first comprehensive collection on the subject of hong kong neo noir cinema this book examines the way hong kong has developed its own unique and culturally specific version of the neo noir genre while at the same time drawing on and adapting existing international noir cinemas with a range of contributions from established and emerging scholars this book illuminates the origins of hong kong neo noir its styles and contemporary manifestations and its connection to mainland china case studies include classics such as the wild wild rose 1960 and more recent films like full alert 1997 and exiled 2007 as well as an in depth look at the careers of iconic figures like johnnie to and jackie chan by examining at its past and its contemporary development hong kong neo noir also points towards the genre s possible future development
VANCHIYOOR VIGNETTES

Hong Kong Neo-Noir
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